What’s new in the D-Hconnect 2018 Upgrade?
On Sunday, October 14, 2018 D-H’s electronic medical records system will be upgraded to a new
version. This will bring changes and improvements for D-Hconnect users as well. Highlights
include a more efficient layout and a new feature that will give you access to information D-H has
received from Health Information Exchanges.
D-Hconnect 2018 sports a refreshed color palette, a more efficient layout, and time-saving controls

The Patient Header has been moved to the left, is easier to read, and now contains the patient’s allergies.
Hover the mouse pointer over the allergies there to see reactions; if a patient has severe reactions on file this
area will be highlighted yellow.

The activity menu has moved from the blue column on the left to the top of the main window. . .

And you can now customize the order of the activity tabs. Click the pin on the tab you will always want to see
first, then subsequent pins will lock other selected tabs to the right of previously pinned tabs.

Familiar navigation buttons remain at top, along with some new functions. See how the new Menu button
helps you find anything you’re looking for in DHconnect time saving shortcuts below .

New Feature: Care Everywhere Outside Information
Clinical Information D-H has received from other organizations via Health Information Exchange can
now be viewed by D-Hconnect users. Records from outside encounters appears along with D-H
encounters in chart review, indicated by the “Care Everywhere” icon

You can open these external encounters in the chart review activity and view the information that D-H
has received.
Some of the external information we receive is not encounter specific and will not appear in Chart
Review. You can go to the Care Everywhere activity to see those patient-level summaries, as well as the
information that also appears in Chart Review.

New Feature: Chart Search
A new search field appears in the Chart Review activity. Users can enter text to search for specific
information, and the system matches on that text as well as common related terms

For example, in the patient below, searching for hyperlipidemia returns a list of matches containing
Notes, Labs, Meds, and Other Orders. That view can be filtered by clicking on one of those catagories.
Search Results are grouped by encounter, and sorted in reverse chronological order. If the search term is
found in any external documents, those matches will also be included in the results.

Time saving shortcuts
Click the ellipsis (…) icon at the end of the activity bar to see a menu of all possible patientspecific activities

Click the Menu button for immediate access to all D-Hconnect features

Time saving shortcuts (continued)

Go directly to patient search without
returning to home page Click Change
Patient at the bottom of the patient header
pane, to close the chart and open Patient
Search

Quick Navigation Hover over the patient name in the navigation bar to quickly jump to different
parts of the record, or click the “x” to close this chart and return to the Home Page

.

Questions?
DHconnect@Hitchcock.org or (603) 653-3272

